Reimagining
Priceville, Alabama
A DesignPlace Report

Just a Word…

The ideas represented in the following report are those of a design team brought together to work for
three days in a charrette process for the Town of Priceville. The ideas found in this report are based
on observations of the community, the significant public participation and insights the community
shared with the team about Priceville and your aspirations for it. The process has informed our
thoughts about Priceville, and this report represents our best professional recommendations in how to
create and enhance your community. We look forward to seeing all the exciting things that come from
our time in Priceville.
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Introduction

In 2016 DesignAlabama created a program that would allow communities represented at the DesignAlabama Mayors
Design Summit with a next step. In defining “next step”, it was the idea that now that a community leader had been
introduced to the concepts of planning and design in an environment away from home, it would be great to now
take those concepts of planning and design back home. The idea of the program is not to create a new place, but to
enhance a community based on its assets. Community assets include the built environment, the natural environment
and most importantly, a communities’ people.
Through a three-day charrette process, DesignAlabama brings in a team of design experts with experience in
architecture, landscape architecture, urban design, graphic design, interior design and planning. These designers

“Never doubt that a
small group of thoughtful
committed, citizens can
change the world”
- Margaret Mead

survey the community, review issues, meet with the community, develop recommendations and outline strategies for
implementation.
Perhaps the greatest benefit is the stimulation and mobilization of the public. Citizen participation is absolutely
critical to the success of DesignPlace or any local design and planning initiative. A DesignPlace visit is not an end;
rather, a new beginning. A second and equally important benefit is the objective which a team of “outsiders” brings
to a community. Professional consultants are free to carefully examine strengths and weaknesses with “fresh eyes”
untainted by political ambition or economic self-interest. Further, for both design and non-design professionals on the
team, professional skills are sharpened. And for all participants, appreciation is deepened through citizen participation
in the design and planning process. Finally, DesignPlace is invaluable for illustrating the value of community design
and planning in Alabama. It stimulates awareness of design issues and dramatizes the impact design can have upon
a community’s vitality and the quality of life within its boundaries.
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The Team
Steve Stone AIA

Marshall Anderson

Facilitator

Marshall Anderson has more

Steve Stone is the Owner

than fifteen years of professional

and Principal at dakinstreet

experience as an architect

architects located in midtown

coordinating and contributing

Mobile, Alabama. Steve

to multidisciplinary teams on a

graduated from Illinois Institute

variety of project types. He has

of Technology with a Bachelors’ Degree in Architecture

been responsible for the success of a variety of award

in 1995 and has over 22 years of experience in the field.

winning buildings and designs. Since 1997, Marshall has

He is currently licensed in Alabama, Florida and Illinois

been Project Architect on many wide-ranging projects

as well as NCARB Certified. Steve serves on the City

including planning, single and multi-family residential,

of Mobile’s Architectural Review Board and is a past

retail, institutional and commercial work.

board member of DesignAlabama and past President of
the local chapter of the American Institute of Architects.
While employed with others in Mobile as well as various
firms in Chicago, Steve has provided Design, Project
Architect and Project Manager services to a wide range
of projects from single-family homes and commercial
renovations of all sizes to multi-million-dollar dormitories
and condo developments

In 2007, Marshall and business partner Kris Nikolich
founded Design Initiative, an architectural firm focused on
regionally specific sustainable design and development.
Projects in which the firm has been involved include
working with Tom Leader Studio, Berkley, on the
design of a new community civic space in the Pratt City
community, working with the Red Mountain Park on the
design of new public and activity centers, collaborating
with Macknally Land Design and the City of Birmingham
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on the redesign of a City Park with sustainability as a
key feature; serving as the Town Architect for Trussville
Springs, a DPZ planned 170-acre development
designed along the banks of the Cahaba River; the
design of a new LEED Gold residence in Birmingham;
as well as a recent effort to create sustainable,
affordable and livable housing in communities in the
Southeast, Australia, and the Middle East.
After serving in the U.S. Marine Corps, Mr. Anderson
went to Auburn University and graduated in 1997,
Magna Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Architecture
degree. He has served on the Advisory Council for the
University’s School of Architecture, been a member
of several Urban Land Institute Advisory Services
Committees and AIA Rural/Urban Design Assistance
Teams (R/UDAT), co- founded a local non-profit
focused on sustainability in the design and construction
industry (SADI), co-founded the local AIA chapter’s
Committee on the Environment, serves on the board
of the Birmingham Land Bank Authority, and is the
director of the Cathedral of St. Paul parish youth group
in Birmingham.

Paige Ishmael
Paige Ishmael is a landscape
architect residing in Birmingham,

Matt Mosley

Alabama. Paige is a proud

Matt Mosley is the Planning

graduate of Centre College where
she holds an undergraduate
degree in Anthropology
and Sociology. She also holds a master’s degree
in Landscape Architecture from Auburn University.
Before becoming a landscape architect, Paige worked
for several years in graphic design and marketing
communications in the biotechnology industry where

Director for the City of Opelika,
AL, where he oversees all aspects
of the City’s planning, historic
preservation, and community
development programs. Prior
to joining the City of Opelika, Matt served as the first
Planning Director for the Town of Pike Road, AL. He

was also the Principal Planner for the City of Auburn,
AL, where he managed current planning and historic
preservation. Matt received graduate degrees from
Auburn University’s Community Planning and Public
Administration programs. He also graduated from
Samford University in Birmingham with a dual degree
in Geographic Information Systems and Environmental
Science. Matt currently serves on the professional
advisory board for the Auburn University’s Community
Planning program.

her love for design and sustainable environmental
initiatives began. Now at Dix.Hite+Partners, a landscape
architecture firm in Birmingham, she focuses on
a multitude of projects ranging from multi-family
developments, streetscapes, and public-realm design
throughout the United States. Paige also oversees the
Dix.Hite Exterior Color Studio, which specializes in the
selection of exterior building colors for new construction
and residential renovations. With every project she strives
to celebrate the local community character and history of
a site through hardscape and landscape design, as well
as utilizing branding and wayfinding systems in order to
create a unique identity of place. Paige has served on the
Alabama chapter of the American Society of Landscape
Architecture’s executive committee for several years and
is currently the Public Relations chair for the state. She is
also an active member of the Birmingham Rotaract Club.

Angela Stiff
Angela Stiff is the Managing
Partner and Creative Director of
Copperwing Design, located in
Montgomery, Alabama. Angela
succeeded in growing Copperwing
into one of Alabama’s leading
communications firms during the first decade of the
company’s existence. She founded the firm with brand
management as its cornerstone, recognizing its critical
role in creating breakthrough communications with longterm relevance. She continues to lead with the same
out-front thinking as she sets the vision for the firm. She

regional and national reach. Her creative work has been
recognized with numerous industry awards. Angela is a
proud graduate of Auburn University, where she earned
a BFA in visual communications.
Angela is a member of the Auburn University College of
Architecture, Design and Construction Executive Board.
She serves as member and Communications Co-chair
to the DesignAlabama Board of Directors. She has
served as past member of the Troy University College
of Communication and Fine Arts Advisory Council. She
has also served as past board member to AGAPE for
Children, for whom she still advocates.

has successfully led branding initiatives for clients with
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Ben Wieseman
Ben Wieseman is the Director
of Catalytic Development for
REV Birmingham.
Ben is responsible for managing
REV’s catalytic development team.
The Catalytic Development team undertakes development
projects owned and managed by REV, projects realized in
partnership with private developers, manages all of REV’s
real estate holdings and works closely with its business
development to team to place clients and new businesses
in spaces throughout the City, as well as managing and
participating in projects with public and private entities that
seek improvements in the public realm related to public
art, infrastructure and real estate development.

REV Birmingham (REV) revitalizes places and energizes
business to create vibrancy in the City of Birmingham.
REV is an economic development organization that
stimulates business growth and improves quality of
life in Birmingham’s City Center and its Neighborhood
Commercial Centers. REV fuels commercial vitality through
proactive business recruitment and retention activities,
and by encouraging private and public investments that
support economic growth citywide. REV’s initiatives
generate positive results for partners, enhance tax
revenue, generate and sustain jobs, increase tourism
and positively influence perceptions about the City of
Birmingham. REV is a private-public partnership that was
formed in 2012 by the strategic merger of Operation New
Birmingham and Main Street Birmingham
Ben holds a master’s degree in Real Estate Development
from Auburn University and is also trained and licensed as
a landscape architect in the state of Alabama. In addition,
Ben is a certified planner with the American Planning
Association and also hold a certificate with the United
States Green Building Council as a LEED AP professional.
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Who is Priceville?
A small town in north Alabama, Priceville is home to
horse farms and NASA scientists and is in a prime
location for future growth. Located at the crossroads of
I-65 and AL 67 in Morgan County, it is just 20 minutes
from Huntsville International Airport and 15 minutes
from Huntsville’s Redstone Arsenal and Marshall Space
Flight Center.

include: banks, pharmacy, medical clinic, assisted living/
retirement community, insurance office, grocery, hotel
and motels, restaurants and fast-food establishments,

Incorporated in 1975, this small, sleepy farm community

florist and gift shops, boutiques, auto fuel and service

already has grown into a town of more than 2,500 with

establishments and general mercantile.

modern municipal facilities, a low crime rate, quality

Priceville is located less than five minutes from Wheeler

education and recreation. Newly established businesses
and facilities adding to the convenience of area residents

Wildlife Refuge and Visitor Center and is home to
Celebration Arena, home to the Racking Horse Breeders
Association of America, which promotes various events
throughout the year.
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How did we get here?
In 2014 Mayor Melvin Duran of Priceville participated in the 9th Annual Mayors Design Summit. Mayor Duran
brought to the summit a challenge of how this growing community would look to define their future, including the
physical character of their community and the creation of a town center that was non-existent. The mayors design
summit offered a number of suggestions and with the success of the mayor’s time at the summit, the city along with
NARCOG applied to participate in the DesignPlace program in August 2017. The application was successful and
the community was notified that we would be visiting their community in November to work.
As with many small towns, long-term local politics and relationships are strongly embedded and have for the most
part dictated the scattershot growth and planning of the town over the last four decades. Key
properties from a geographically ideal perspective are being held far below their potential and
there does not seem to be a common goal among all of the town’s leaders as to the best
way to combat it without disrupting those relationships. Thus, making the work of the visiting
team even more imperative in helping to create a common vision the community could all
gather behind.

Work from Mayors’ Summit 2015
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“A recurring theme in our conversations with the citizens and leadership of the City was
preserving the traditional quality of Priceville. Its agricultural history has led to a pattern of
development that creates large fields for farming and pasture. Homes and neighborhoods are
surrounded by open space, providing vistas to the hills and river valley. There is a very real and
appreciable rural character to the town which residents want to maintain. With impending growth
demands, especially given the quality of the schools and the relatively affordable costs of living,
a collective vision and its associated planning is a critical step towards appropriately managing
that growth while saving the character that is so strongly identified with.”- Marshall Anderson

Concept Plans
The team, working through all they had observed, felt lead to discuss the current and future states of five
distinct areas of focus in this report. Those five areas include: development patterns, connectivitiy, zoning,
branding, and wayfinding.
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Assets & Opportunities
Priceville is situated in the rolling hills of north central
Alabama, nestled against the banks of the Tennessee
River at a crossroads of commerce through the state.
With this great regional access Priceville provides
amenities for both residents and travelers throughout the
region. Priceville is a small town with family values, small
businesses, and a growing housing market. Priceville
has strong schools which have helped to drastically
increase residential population with new amenities that
the community can all enjoy. Priceville is a growing town
with a stable municipal government, an ideal location,
and a willingness to invite new people to visit and stay.
The vignette study shown here highlights many of those
The town has a great but very niche amenity
with its Celebration Arena for racking horses.
This facility draws huge crowds at random times,
but is seldom used by the local community nor
touted by the town as something of pride and that
distinguishes them from other small towns. Its
location as an anchor at the far end of AL 67 lends
itself to be a part in an eventual beautification and
branding campaign along AL 67. The owners of
the facility may be encouraged by local officials
through grants or other sponsorship opportunities
to provide more local entertainment such as
music or food festivals, a farmer’s market or other
events to keep the community invested in it.
- Steve Stone
10 DesignPlace Priceville

assests, while showing where existing clusters of these
attractions exist.

1. Development Patterns: Current vs Future
By dictating the design and location of key nodes and thoroughfares, a
framework could be set out that would guide the town’s growth in the
coming years. -Steve Stone

1A. Commercial
Current: Commercial development has happened in an
organic and relatively unplanned manner, most significantly
determined by AL 67, its function as an artery and regional
connector, and the traffic count that it supports. Disparate
businesses are sprawled along its length through the
city, and its most defining characteristic is asphalt and
utility lines. While neither of these aspects are counter
to many similar rural roads, additional growth holds the
strong potential of turning this commercial corridor into
conventional sprawl development. It is also important to

Future: Consideration should be given to commercial
development that is rooted in the community and serves
the specific needs of the citizens of Priceville. These
offerings would include grocery stores and markets, a
hardware store and a pharmacy, office and retail space
for locally owned and operated businesses. This type of
development could be located along AL 67, but could
also begin to bridge off and into the community in specific
locations, as in established nodes or neighborhoods.

consider the nature of the current commercial offerings
along AL 67. Much of the development is fairly temporal
and transient in nature – gas stations, restaurants, and
hotels. These businesses are geared towards the needs of
the regional customer and are appropriately located along
this corridor.
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1B. Residential
Current: Currently, Priceville has two forms of residential
development - the original neighborhoods between
Bethel and Skidmore Roads, and the newer suburban
development that is closer. Within the current City limits,
there is roughly 1,000 acres of open or sparsely developed

current standards encourage wide street lanes which lead

land, and another approximately 1,000 acres of property
that is likely to be annexed in the future. Allowing for
right of ways, utility easements, and similar infrastructure
requirements, assume that roughly 80% of this land can
be developed for housing, or roughly 800 acres existing
and annexed land. Using the current development pattern,

to faster traffic. Lane width, pedestrian access (sidewalk)
time, the key concept remains. Residential development
following current practices would consume almost all of
the existing open space should Priceville’s population
grow to the projected 10,000 people.

both existing land and annexed land could yield between

Future: Subdivision Regulations

1,600 and 4,000 new home sites each. At 2.5 people

The Town of Priceville’s subdivision regulations are very

per household this would allow as many as 10,000
more people to live within the City limits. Assuming that
the projected population goal of 10,000 for the City is
accurate, approximately 2,600 new homes would need
to be built to meet the needs of the additional 6,500
residents. While many of these inputs are variables at this

similar to many communities in the State of Alabama.

of road and surrounding uses. The State of Alabama
also allows municipalities to control the subdivision of
land within their extraterritorial planning jurisdiction. This
may be one way that the Town of Priceville can control
development in areas just outside of its limits.

These regulations manage the division of land within

Minimal standards governing lot size and

the town. The town’s regulations also provide most of

road standards may provide disincentive

the development standards for roads, infrastructure and
traffic control. The town should coordinate with ALDOT
to develop access management to help control traffic on
AL 67 and other state routes. The road standards should
also correspond with any complete street guidelines. The
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location and size should be examined based on the type

to develop outside of the town limits.

Future: Conservation Subdivisions
Many residents of the Town of Priceville noted the
rural nature of the community as one of the reasons
they moved to town. Development under the current
regulations will provide nice subdivisions, but this
pattern will consume large tracts of land, most of which
was formerly agrarian land. One method that may
help create both strong development while preserving
farming land is to allow for conservation subdivisions.
These subdivisions provide an alternative that sets aside
historic sites, farm land or other protected areas and
then allows increased density on the remainder. More
information on these types of developments can be
found in the book “Conservation Design for Subdivisions”
by Randall Arendt.

Proposed
conservation
subdivision site plan
in New Bern.

A proposed
conventional site plan
for the same area.
Images Courtesy of
Randall Arendt
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1C. Institutional
Current: Lacking a true town core, the town is on the
cusp on losing any opportunity to dictate one. Farms
to the north and east of the I-65/AL 67 interchange are
being gobbled up and without a plan in place, the choices
will soon be limited. Years ago, the town core, which
consisted of the fire house, the town hall and the library,
sat geographically centered in the town and adjacent
to park and recreation facilities. In the 2000’s the town
was convinced to relocate their new facility to a newly
constructed service road housing a few hotels, a gas
station, and an assisted living facility. One thought was
to convert the current town complex into a multi-purpose
community and senior center and construct a new facility
back where the old one was, thereby reestablishing a true
town core. The other train of thought was to leave it where
it is and plan for the newer section of town to come to it.

new town hall is located in an underdeveloped and
remote part of the City. As the city grows, this location
should be studied, and its function as the civic heart
of the community either reinforced by additional civic
infrastructure (library, community center, public plaza)
or an alternate use for the current facility programmed.
The existing junior high is located on AL 67. While this
location gives it good vehicular access, its connection
to the neighborhoods of Priceville is limited. Safety, both
for students as well as passing traffic during mornings
arrival and afternoon dismissal, is a concern. The aging
facility will certainly be strained as the student population
grows. Similarly, population growth will possibly require
at least one more elementary school for the community.
As it stands, the new schools that serve the city are
considerable assets, but their locations create congestion,

Future: Consideration must be given to the institutional

some of which could be mitigated by providing greater

requirements that projected growth will demand. The

and more flexible connectivity. Both the new elementary
school and new high school should be considered
catalyst and nodes for community development. Again,
with respect to connectivity, the existing library is poorly
located relative to the current neighborhoods. Finding a
more central location that can better serve the community
should be considered. Fire stations are other critical
community services that can be used to facilitate growth
and reinforce community. Moving forward, each of these
institutions should be seen as public assets, not only for
the services that they provide, but also for their ability to
create the visual and physical infrastructure that give a
community definition and character.
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1D. Recreational
Current: Consideration must be given to recreation
and open space, both of which are critical components
to complete communities. Existing recreation fields are
located near AL 67 as well as across Bethel from the new
high school. While geographically in desirable locations,
both are connected to the larger community by roads
mainly.
Future: Attention should be given to providing alternative
methods of connectivity, including sidewalks, walking
trails, and/or bike lanes. In addition, as the community
grows, additional recreational facilities should be provided
for the citizens. These could include a community center,
greenways as well as passive open space and parks.
One regional asset that should definitely have more of
a presence within the City is the river. The City owns
property adjacent to the river, and has the ability through
walking trails and roadways to provide better access.
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Residents and town leaders are torn. They love the small town feel of the
community, yet they desire certain amenities that only larger towns can afford and
they would rather not drive into Decatur or Huntsville to get them. Annexation
was a key item among many at the public gathering. Unlike other annexation
plans, where acquiring tax base is the main goal, this is more of a defensive
annexation. I-65 serves as the front line of the ongoing battle to keep Decatur’s
borders from hopping across the interstate and eventually envelop Priceville,
something wholly undesired by the residents and town leaders we spoke
with.- Steve Stone

Annexation

areas will promote the efficient deployment of services

The Town of Priceville’s boundaries will play a significant

Creating a forward thinking and well-planned annexation

role in how the town will develop and grow. The State of

policy is essential to the future developmental control

Alabama limits most zoning and land use regulations for

the Town of Priceville. The plan should focus on areas in

municipalities to their town limits. This would mean any

the following priority:

proposed design initiatives including setbacks, preferred

1. Protecting major corridors including

materials, landscaping or other similar standards would
largely be limited to the areas within the town limits.
This is especially important in areas where proposed
improvements are suggested on the high capacity
“crossroads” like Interstate 65 and AL 67, tied to the
history of the town. Additionally, focusing annexation

Interstate 65 and AL 67
2. Creating a well-defined boundary to adjacent
municipalities
3. Focusing on in-fill properties and enclaves that will
increase efficiency in services.

to infill areas on the north and southeast sections of

The map shown to the left would allow the Town of

the town will help create a consistent application of

Priceville to continue to grow and develop at a similar

regulations. This will mean that the citizens of Priceville

density or as proposed through this document and reach

will know that the investment they make into their

a population in the neighborhood of 10,000.

property will not be damaged by someone building in
the county under lesser standards. Finally, these infill
18 DesignPlace Priceville

and utilities and reduce expenses.

2. Connectivity
Connectivity is an underdeveloped opportunity in Priceville.
With limited exception, a majority of the community
is designed exclusively around the automobile. This
negatively influences road width, travel speeds, parking
considerations, sidewalk infrastructure, limited lighting
and shading. AL 67, the commercial core for Priceville,
is designed for cars driving 50 miles per hour. Five
lanes of travel and its associated road width plus the
parking lots and isolated/segregated development
makes this environment appealing for driving only.
Community institutions are located at remote extents
of the city, difficult to access except by vehicle, leading
to traffic congestion at certain times. Most of the new
neighborhoods have several defining characteristics in
this regard – front-facing and prominent garage doors,
associated curb cuts for driveways, and single entry/
exits from each development. All of these elements are
consistent with conventional suburban development

(CSD), which has a number of consequences when
measured against previous, more traditional development.
In addition to concentrating development along vehicular
corridors, CSD consumes significantly more land than
traditional development patterns. It creates segregated
development pods, as opposed to an integrated, multiuse community. As counter-intuitive as it may sound, and
because of the primary focus on automobile convenience,
suburban development is less safe for pedestrians and
cyclists. In an effort to increase access and options as
well as improve safety and social interaction, multi-modal
connectivity should be pursued.
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Complete Streets are streets for everyone.
They are designed and operated to
enable safe access for all users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
transit riders of all ages and abilities.
Complete Streets make it easy to cross
the street, walk to shops, and bicycle to
work. Resource: smartgrowthamerica.org

How Do You Create Connections?
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Currently, the Town of Priceville’s street network provides

Bikes, the program that originally coined the term: “A

a good grid system that moves cars very well. Some of

complete streets policy ensures that the entire right of way

the subdivisions, especially newer construction, do have

is routinely designed and operated to enable safe access

internal sidewalks, but most of the streets that move

for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit

residents to church, school and work are solely focused

riders of all ages and abilities must be able to safely move

on automobiles.

along and across a complete street.”

As the town grows and begins to look at different

These concepts provide multiple benefits including

development patterns, they should also begin to focus on

increasing safety for both pedestrians and drivers and

transportation alternatives that can be included as well.

increased health and recreation opportunities and

This can be managed through a program that embraces

outcomes. These policies also provide access for

the concept of “complete streets.” According to America

populations such as children, older adults and people

with disabilities that may not have access to automobiles.

In some areas, on street bicycle lanes may be more

These policies align with other initiatives and requirements

appropriate. This is typically found in areas where traffic

such as the American with Disabilities Act and those

moves at slower speeds. Along major arterials, larger

from the Federal Highway Administration and Alabama

sidewalks that can accommodate multiple uses may be

Department of Transportation. A comprehensive plan or

less intimidating for pedestrians and bicyclists. On street

program that implements these policies and ideals can

parking, landscaping and other hardscaping like lights and

often qualify for funding from public or private grants

furniture may also help protect pedestrians from traffic

like the ALDOT’s Transportation Alternative Plan (TAP) or

moving at high speeds.

Highway Safety funding. Additionally, if plans are in place,
these improvements can often be required as part of the
approval of adjoining developments.
There is no one set of rules for creating complete streets.
Often the type of pedestrian or bicycle accommodation
is based on existing traffic patterns, available space

Complete streets policies, sidewalks and general
pedestrian connectivity should be prioritized in the
following areas:
»» Along major commercial corridors
»» Near civic uses such as parks and schools

and location of buildings or utilities. The Town of

»» Connecting existing residential areas with sidewalks

Priceville would not need to focus much, if any, time

»» New development

on accommodations for transit at this time, but there
may be more local alternatives that are important to
the community. A network of off-street trails could be
designed to accommodate pedestrian, bicycle and

Photo courtesy of New Jersey Horse Council.

Following are some examples of utilizing principles
of Complete Streets on existing Priceville streets. All
diagrams were created using https://streetmix.net.

horseback riding to tie transportation features to tourism
and recreation opportunities associated with the Racking
Horse Arena.
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Bethel Road
Bethel Road is a rural street with 10 foot travel lanes
and 15 foot grassed shoulders. In some areas the travel
lanes were wider.

Cross section of Bethel Road showing the current
street layout.

Current Cross Section
This drawing shows Bethel Road with 10 foot travel
lanes but adds 6 foot sidewalks on each side. Sidewalks
are shielded from traffic by street trees and lighting. One
side of the street shows a commercial section where
the building is brought close to the road (0-10 feet) in a
traditional downtown setting. This side has an additional
street furniture/sidewalk section to allow outdoor dining,
display area or other commercial uses. The opposite
side depicts residential setback 10-20 feet with a more
standard 6 foot sidewalk.

Proposed
Cross
Section
22
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AL 67
The cross section to the left shows the current
configuration of many areas of AL 67. The buildings are
setback between 50- 100 feet from the right-of-way.
The road has five lanes with additional shoulder areas
on the side. Behind a small grass strip, parking lots for
businesses begin.

The proposed cross section implements a four lane
street with a divided median that can accommodate
turning movements when necessary. This limits left turn
movements which increases efficency and reduces
dangerous traffic movements. This cross section also
replaces the grassed shoulders with street trees. These
trees add a vertical element to help frame the street and
protect pedestrian sidewalks and off-street bike lanes.
The cross section also proposes increased landscaping
on the in the private frontage areas of the businesses.
As redevelopment occurs businesses could be moved
closer to the street to strenghten the connection
between the street and building. This moves AL 67 from
an auto dominated corridor to a complete street that
accomodates and welcomes all types of transporation.
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Proposed Street Section
for Residential adjacent to
Town Center
The street cross section to the left is a 60 foot right
of way with one side developed to the property line
with residential and the other side remaining rural. This
configuration uses 11 foot travel lanes with 4 foot on
street painted bike lanes. The pedestrian sidewalk is
protected from traffic by street lighting and trees. The
sidewalks in this area are shown at 5 feet wide.
The street cross section to the left is a 60 foot right of
way with both sides developed with residential. The
buildings are setback between 10-20 feet from the
right-of-way. This configuration uses 13 foot sharrows
or “shared roads” where bicycles ride with traffic. This
also has a center turn lane. The pedestrian sidewalk is
protected from traffic by street lighting and trees. The
sidewalks in this area are shown at 6 feet wide.
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The town is in need of some form of a form-based zoning overlay for
key areas of growth. This will stem haphazard strip malls and parking
lots from springing up in between the new residential growth to the
north. Likewise, an overarching plan to dictate the aesthetic of AL 67
is needed to reshape that 4 mile stretch into something more pleasant
and welcoming for passers-through and residents alike. Farade and
improvement grants can be used to incentivize business owners and
residents along the stretch to pitch in for the greater vision, while
upgrading their properties and raising everyone’s values. - Steve Stone

Zoning Ordinance
The Town of Priceville’s zoning ordinance is a traditional
zoning ordinance that segregates uses into individual
zones and prevents conflicts by separating them. This
means that commercial uses are in commercial zones,
residential uses are in residential zones and there is limited
opportunity to cross from one to the other. This produces
residential subdivisions that are similar in size next to
other residential subdivisions and commercial zones
where like uses are collected together. This type of zoning

3. Zoning /Land Use
3A. Land Use Regulations
The Town of Priceville’s development regulations will be
the guidebook by which new investment into the town
will be designed. The zoning ordinance and subdivision
regulations along with other plans will give developers and

struggles to produce or recreate our typical small town
character where residential uses and commercial uses
could be mixed together as in many historic downtowns
across America. This also means that it is difficult to live
in the town without access to an automobile and limits
the ability to walk to get daily needs or to church or
school. The existing development regulations can lead
to good subdivisions, but limits the ability to make great

business owners the framework to create the future built

neighborhoods and communities.

environment. Those buildings will shape the community

One item that stands out in the zoning ordinance is

for years and decades to come. It is important that these

the standards for lots and setbacks. Current standard

regulations enforce the community’s values and desires

residential lots are limited to a minimum size of 14,000

for what they want the Town of Priceville to look like in 5,

square feet or 1/3 acre in size with the other single

10 and 50 years from now. The Town’s regulations should

family residential zones requiring bigger lots. These lots

make outcomes that they want to see easy to do and

also require a 40-50 foot setback with a maximum lot

make bad design difficult to do.

coverage of 30 percent. These standards produce large
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lots with a house set in the center. These large lots may

need a 30,000 square foot lot with a 3,000 square foot

apartment complexes that provide affordable housing,

be why many residents moved to Priceville to live, but in

building and lots of parking. Smaller business owners may

but may not create the housing the community wants to

many of Alabama’s most heralded historic and desirable

be able to get by with a few hundred square feet. Allowing

see. The Town of Priceville should look at ways to allow

neighborhoods lot sizes often range from 5,000-10,000

different types of users allows greater commercial and tax

multi-family in mixed use environments that support

square feet and have setbacks that place them much

base resiliency. These businesses also tend to be locally

neighborhood businesses. This would reinforce concepts

closer together and to the street. Higher densities can

owned and have been shown to put more of their revenue

shown within this document while limiting large monolithic

allow more efficient use of land, critical mass to support

back into the community.

developments that may not be desirable. Creating

local business and provide an alternative development
pattern. Additionally, most residential zones limit mixes
of housing types on the same property as they are not
allowed in multiple zones.

Multi-family is also a use that could be better regulated
in the current zoning ordinance. Currently the use is
permitted in the R-4, PD and C-2 zoning districts. The

standards that contextual design for multifamily units
ensure that they become a part of the community and not
an apartment complex.

regulations in these zones would produce single-use

This same pattern is found in commercial zoning districts.
These districts again require buildings to be set back 60
feet from streets and limit coverage to 25-65 percent
of the lot. This type of zoning promotes placing parking
in the most prominent location on the lot and pushes
the buildings away from the street. Buildings closer to
the street provide better visibility for business, promote
walkability and create a more traditional community
aesthetic. Allowing buildings to develop from lot line to
lot line and much more of the lot would also provide a
more traditional downtown design. Allowing a range
of commercial lot sizes would allow different types of
businesses and users to locate in them. Not all businesses
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Form Based Zoning - a way to regulate development that
controls building form first and building use second, with
the purpose of achieving a particular type of “place” or built
environment based on a community vision.

An overlay district is used to establish alternative land development
requirements within a specific area of your community that requires special
attention, such as an environmentally sensitive area or rapidly developing
strip corridor. The overlay is usually superimposed over conventional zoning
districts. It consists of a physical area with mapped boundaries and written
text spelling out requirements that are either added to, or in place of, those
The Town of Priceville should consider looking at

of the underlying regulations. But don't assume that you must already have

gateway or overlay standards that can be placed over

zoning or other development regulations in your community to use overlay

their main commercial corridors. These standards can
be applied to the most heavily traveled streets to ensure
that the prominence of these corridors are protected.

districts. Overlays are frequently used as stand-alone regulations to manage
development in particular areas of a community.

These standards often limit uses that are allowed on
the corridor. In many cases, uses that may detract from
the corridor or other uses on the corridor may not be

fencing may be used to limit the view of certain uses

allowed or may require special approval or conditional

if they are not prohibited outright. Additionally, these

use to ensure that they fit. Uses that produce noise,

corridors often require that certain materials like wood,

debris or may create other nuisances are often restricted.

stone, stucco, brick or approved cladding are used on

Uses that have large outdoor components like contractor

buildings. Mechanical units and other equipment are

yards, auto repair or automobile lots often fall into these

typically required to be screened as well. Other common

categories. In many cases, additional landscaping or

features that may be regulated differently on designated
corridors include setbacks, ensuring that buildings
address the street, and limitations on signage and
billboards. Examples of ordinances can be found in many
cities and towns in Alabama including areas like Madison,
many of the suburbs of Birmingham, Auburn, Opelika,
along with many of the Gulf communities.
Photo: Michigan State University Extension
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4. Branding
4A. Priceville Brandstorming
Stories to share
»» Priceville is a fun place to be
»» Supportive community, very engaged with one another
and unified
»» Friendly, warm and inviting
»» Picturesque landscape
»» Beautiful river view that borders Wheeler National
Wildlife Refuge home to Festival of the Cranes event
which Priceville supports – there are also many fishing
tournaments in the area that provides great opportunity
for tourism
»» An established garden center, Stonehedge, is a local
business and draw for area homeowners
»» Beautiful Veteran’s Park with a nearby Veteran’s
Memorial – the park is well-utilized hub of the
community with basketball, baseball, playground, tennis
and walking trails. The park received a Quality of Life
award five years ago. The memorial is considered a
sacred area by residents.

»» Schools are rated #1 in Morgan County and the area
also has the newest schools.
»» Priceville is a family-oriented community with lots of
young families and considered very safe. It is listed as
the 6th safest town in the state of Alabama.
»» There is great opportunity to help choose the future
direction of the town as it is in a growth mode with new
housing and economic development on the rise (ie,
Mapco and Wynn Hydraulics)
»» Home to Celebration Arena that brings 100k+ visitors to
the area each year –many from out of state – this event
is not well-attended by residents
»» A proposed Sportsplex is likely to spur new hotels
and restaurants
»» Great exposure for new development exist – access
to I65 and AL 67 offers the best part of both worlds
with big box retail from I65 and boutique-style business
from AL 67
»» Home to an outstanding Volunteer Fire Department with
a great reputation for being involved in the community
»» Town hall is a welcoming and iconic symbol of a
comfortable and well-kept community
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Challenges
»» There is no brand story in existence
»» Residents not aware of areas to serve civically

»» There are concerns about infrastructure (ie, sewer
system) – can growth of community be sustained
Core Attributes
»» Friendly

»» Pastoral

»» Idyllic and inviting

»» Open-minded

»» Wayfinding is nonexistent

»» Ready and willing

»» Good investment

»» Ordinances are needed to help manage growth

»» Positive

»» Evolving

»» Outdated website that is not responsively designed
for mobile

»» Roadways lack connection to “nodes” – Marco drive is
not a great gateway
»» Lacking sidewalks and bike lanes
»» New business is a ongoing need
»» Vacant and/or “eyesore” buildings exist in some places
»» No monument signage welcoming you to Priceville
at exits
»» Identity is confused with Decatur – a town on possible
decline – Community can use Priceville in their address
and some attempts have been made via letter from
mayor for them to use Priceville but to no avail –
we suggest businesses, schools and other major
organizations be encouraged to make this change in an
effort to have residents follow suit.

Community Audiences
»» Young families
Motivation: Recreation, schools,
safety
»» Perimeter Landowners and farmers
Motivation: Engagement to join Priceville
»» Tourists and Horse Show Community
Motivation: Fun and convenience
»» Retirees
Motivation: Ease of living and low cost of living
»» Businesses (New and Existing)
»» Needed: Restaurants, Hotels, Leased Office Space,
Medical Services

4B. Recommendations
Brand
The town’s brand is being confused with nearby Decatur.
They share a similar logo and color scheme. Efforts to
distinguish the Priceville brand can be made by adopting a
fresh look and new logo.
Crossroads of North Alabama is a slogan linked to the

»» Motivation: Revenue and growth

town’s core history and beginnings. It has sentimental

»» Higher education institution - Junior College or Technical

meaning to many. The challenge is that in the current

School (identified as possible future goal)

situation and surrounding development, it appears to

Motivation: Location and household income levels

communicate the town is a pass-through to other places
and not a destination of its own. New brand language to
better define the meaning of this slogan should be put into
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4C. Priceville Brand Story
Priceville is the crossroads of North Alabama — a
gathering place and an energized center for education,
family, a love of the outdoors and new ideas.
Priceville has a unique charm all of its own. The idyllic
town is nestled in a tree-lined valley off I-65 in Morgan
County. We are a warm and welcoming community united
use and be consistent in all messaging. The town’s history

such as a festival at Celebrations Arena. This could build

should be honored while bringing the brand up-to-date

new revenue and support a great facility that is currently

made clearer that Priceville has its own identity.

underutilized by the community.

The two most highly visible and impactful ways to express

Economic Development

the brand is in website presence and wayfinding. The

Business development will need to include recruitment

brand should be used in all wayfinding to welcome visitors
and reinforce the Priceville’s identity at every experience
point throughout the community.

efforts that encourage small and mid-size local businesses
as well as larger retail and corporate companies. Its
important not to risk the opportunity to develop the small,

The website is functional but not inviting or particularly

village shops that will make living in Priceville convenient

unique to Priceville. Lifestyle images should be added to

and attractive to new residents. A local dry cleaner, bakery

exhibit the exuberance of the community. The site is not

and coffee shop are just some of the type shops current

responsive for mobile devices, which will limit use and

residents said they would like to see open there. The

engagement.

economic development materials used in this effort should

Events
There are only four community events each year: a Car
Show, Christmas Parade, Veterans Parade and Easter
Egg Hunt. They are very well attended. Because residents
seem eager for opportunities to get together, more events
could be added that could also encourage new revenue
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be branded and consistent with the image and message
Priceville wants to project going forward.

by our volunteer spirit and commitment to preserve our
small town feel amidst growth and progress.
Families are drawn to our succeeding schools and safe
environment. Established communities and a beautiful
outdoor surrounding appeal to residents of all ages.
Bordered by the Tennessee River, Wheeler National Wildlife
Refuge and the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, the
appeal of our beautiful surroundings is a true asset. We
are an active community that enjoys the outdoors from
fishing, hunting to every type of team sport.
Business thrives here. The crossroads attracts purchasing
power from all three of the metro area counties including
Morgan, Limestone and Cullman counties. Poised for
future, well-managed growth the area is the jewel of North
Central Alabama.
Priceville. Crossroads of North Alabama

CROSSROADS OF

CROSSROADS OF

NORTH ALABAMA

NORTH ALABAMA
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5. Wayfinding
Wayfinding
Priceville’s residents take pride in their community’s smalltown qualities. To its members it is known as a safe town
with friendly neighbors and it strives to maintain this quality
as it grows while also remaining unique and discernible
from its surroundings. With a goal of enticing new
residents and local businesses, Priceville’s commitment to
increase the visibility of its town while not losing its smalltown charm, is paramount. With a focus on future growth,
it is important to note that residents and business owners
make decisions of where they settle based upon several
factors including the quality of experience, perception of
safety, and availability of nearby amenities for themselves,
clients and visitors. Therefore, making people aware of
local cultural institutions, government buildings and areas
of interest in the town adds to the value of the Priceville
experience. Through the use of branding and signage,
a wayfinding system should be utilized as a crucial
component for increasing the visibility of Priceville and for
defining an identity for the city. Not only is a wayfinding
system a communication tool for directional purposes, but
it also serves as an opportunity to create an iconic marker
for the town and defines districts of interest for visitors,
residents, and future business owners.

Individuals often conceptualize cities as a series of
districts, paths, nodes, edges and landmarks. Therefore,
the purpose of a wayfinding system for Priceville is to
visually define the edges of the town and the districts and
nodes therein so that the town is easily understood and
memorable to visitors. This requires a hierarchy of signage
including the following:
»» Large Gateway Monument Signage to define the
town’s entrances
»» Neighborhood Markers to clearly denote for both visitors
and residents’ districts of interest
»» Pedestrian Wayfinding which includes directional
information for specific business, as well as parking and
landmark information.
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Signage differentiation
Gateway Signage: The crossroads of North Alabama
present Priceville with an established entrance to their
city that is highly visible with a consistent flow of traffic.
Currently the intersection of I-65 and AL 67 does not
The recommended materials for the signage package
strive to evoke a rustic and approachable character
while still remaining modern. White painted cedar (or
comparable wood) and light-colored stone capitalize on
the natural setting of the town, bordered by the Tennessee
River and Wheeler Natural Wildlife refuge. The white color
brings a modern feel to the signage package, and also
serves as an attention grabber for passersby-a quality
essential for making sure your message is seen! Together
these materials create a “modern cottage” statement,
which captures the unique warm and friendly charm of
the town. Material and color consistency is an important
identifier for a wayfinding system, therefore it is suggested

present any indication that you are in the town of Priceville,
making the exits points off the highway an essential
location for one or two gateway monument signs. The
entrance to a town should be clearly visible, discernible,
and memorable to communicate a clear gateway,
particularly due to the high speed of vehicles along AL 67.
This requires a large-scale sign and a large, legible font
clearly indicating the name of the town. Recommended
placement of the signs would be along AL 67, on both the
North and South sides of the road, so that vehicles exiting
I-65 North, and entering I-65 North, as well as vehicles
coming and going from Decatur, will clearly know they
have entered into a new town.

that the same materials be used for each sign, simply
modified to adjust to the scale of each sign.
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Neighborhood Marker: This signage is at a smaller
scale utilizing similar materials. The recommended location

Neighborhood Markers

for these signs is next to roadways near the entrance
and exits of the district zones indicated on the map.
Because these signs are smaller, it is essential to locate
them along smaller roadways with lower speed traffic
so that a driver has plenty of time to read their content.
Intersections or near stop signs and turns are ideal
locations. The terminology for each destination should be
simple, user-friendly and memorable. Each neighborhood
sign should be consistent in its display from sign to sign
and contain no more than twenty characters. This enables
each destination to have equal emphasis, proper legibility
and proportions.

Pedestrian Wayfinding: Once the patrons of a
site have reached their destination (in this case, a
neighborhood district, public park or other cultural
institution), individuals require direction at the pedestrian
level. Effective pedestrian wayfinding not only helps visitors
find their destination but promotes walkability, reduces
vehicular traffic demands on streets and increases the
patronage of local businesses. The recommended location
for these signs is along sidewalks or pathways, close
to parking locations and nodes of larger activity such
as an entrance or exit to a park. The materials remain
consistent on this signage as well and should be at a
scale comfortable to a pedestrian reading at eye-level or
slightly lower.
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Pedestrian Wayfinding

.

Lighter Quicker Cheaper

The quality of a public space has always been best
defined by the people who use it. The growing success
of “Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper” (LQC) projects all over the
world is proof that expensive and labor-intensive initiatives
are not the only, or even the most effective, ways to bring
energy and life into a community’s public space.
United under the core principles of community vision,
cost-effectiveness, collaboration, and citizen-led change,
this exciting movement goes by many names—actionplanning, guerilla urbanism, pop-up projects, city repair,
D.I.Y. Urbanism, and Tactical Urbanism. We see each of
these efforts as important tools and catalysts for larger
community-based Placemaking processes.
“Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper” is a phrase borrowed from Eric
Reynolds to describe the simple, short-term, and lowcost solutions that are having remarkable impacts on the
shaping of neighborhoods and cities.
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»» Establish (or re-establish) a neighborhood or region’s
sense of community
»» Inform best practices for later planning efforts
»» Encourage community buy-in (by demonstrating, for
example, how a new street design would impact traffic

Why Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper?

flows not only for cars, but also for pedestrians, cyclists,

One of the greatest advantages of LQC is the ability to

and public transit)

create and test a project immediately and with direct
community involvement. Initial LQC projects are often
temporary—relatively inexpensive alterations to a public
space that take place while more long-range projects
grind through the lengthy development pipeline. Bringing
multiple and wide-ranging benefits to communities, the
early implementation of LQC projects can help:
»» Bring life and amenities to previously lifeless
public spaces
»» Break down resistance to change, while empowering

»» Bring together diverse stakeholders in generating
solutions and a collective vision
»» Foster a community’s sense of pride in, and ownership
of, their public spaces
Although a Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper approach is not
for every situation (it may not be the right solution, for
example, for large infrastructural projects like building a
bridge—though that would surely be interesting!), it can
be a creative, locally-powered alternative to the kind of
capital-heavy and top-down planning processes that so

vulnerable or overlooked communities who may have

often yield end results that are completely detached from

lost faith even in the possibility of change

the needs and desires of the communities they are meant

»» Generate the interest of potential investors, both public
and private
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to serve.

Priceville Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper
The Veterans Memorial and Veterans Park is a great
community space and is often used by many different
groups and citizens of the town. The park includes a large
memorial to the sacrifices made by men and women of
the armed forces in various conflicts. When standing at the
memorial one can be distracted by the large substation
located just to the west of the monument towards the
park. The substation cannot feasibly be moved and
screening powerlines provide unique obstacles because
landscaping is not typically allowed adjacent to the
overhead lines.

To screen the view of the main substation the town should

like this to create murals that represent the history of the

consider constructing a screen wall to block the view

area or memorialize events or people. Its location next

at eyelevel. Instead of having a blank or even painted

to the Veterans Memorial could allow a screen wall to

wall to blend into the background, the town should look

continue expand this memorial. Below are some examples

at this area as a community feature. A wall could be

of different types of mural or public art.

used in multiple ways to turn a detraction/distraction
into a positive space. Similar walls like this have been
used by communities for public art spaces designed by
professionals, citizens or even students. In some places
the works are meant to only be temporary and redesigned
on a regular basis. Other communities have used spaces

Historical Mural – Strasburg, CA
townofstrasbourg.ca/history/

Mural of Cotton and Railroads in Dothan, AL
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Public art and informational wall representing the
history of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Photo:
queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/
the-park/things-to-do/arts-and-culture/living-walls

What Lifts You Mural in Nashville, TN
Designed as part of a bigger campaign. Passersby
take a picture in front of the wings and post the picture
along with their inspiration on social media along with
the hashtags noted beside the mural. This allows the
public art to function as public art, social campaign,
community feature and tourism advertisement. Photo:
kelseymontagueart.com/nashville-whatliftsyou-wings/
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Next Steps: Priceville
Debating and dreaming can only take a community so

opportunity to work with a team of planning professionals

anyone in the community to follow real-time updates of the

far. To be able to see real change materialize it will take

to help develop a much more definitive outline of projects,

process, check in on any on-going construction projects

buy-ins from not only the Town leaders, but the residents

estimated costs, potential means of funding, etc. The

through webcams, leave comments and suggestions, etc.

and business owners. Together, these stakeholders have

team would also enlist the community to provide detailed

a common share in the well-being of the community

input through various means.

Business Owners

as a whole, even if they may disagree on the means to
get there.

Throughout these infant stages of the process, the Town
functions simultaneously as Leader, Cheerleader, and

Priceville has the luxury of a relatively affluent

Head Salesperson. Enthusiasm and buy-in from the

resident base, abundant surrounding farmland, and

community can only happen when the Town leads by

a solid community feel supported by an involved

example. That being said, complete participation is never

Town government.

achievable, as there are always those resistant to change

Town Leaders

and it is up to the Town leaders to bridge that gap and

The Town leaders, starting with the Mayor and the Council
should be united in the mission. Without unity at the
outset, the eventual plans will have an uphill battle and
with that costs and implementation time generally suffer.
Using the framework and the community interest that the

forge a common path.
Lower on the sexy scale, but perhaps highest on the
importance scale is of course- how do you pay for all of
this? It is up to the Town leaders to utilize all available
resources, from public-private partnerships, to County,

The engine room of the Town is manned by the Business
Owners. Nothing will run smoothly without their willing
involvement. They have a key presence in on the main
arteries and are the face of the Town for all who pass
through. The Town is encouraged to broker a coalition
between the businesses, especially along Hwy 67, all
working towards the common goal.
Through this alliance and some well-placed public-private
partnerships and incentives such as façade and sidewalk
grants, the seeds of corridor revitalization will take hold.
Present the business owners with the common vision and
stress that while in the short term, investments will need
to be made, the long-term effect on the community will

DesignPlace event generated, the Town should further

State, or Federal loan & grant programs.

the conversation.

Residents

Live Long and Prosper

Amongst the handful of key ideas and paths that have

The Town only goes as far as its residents allow it to. If the

been presented (and perhaps some that have come to

community is uninspired to change things for the common

Priceville has a unique opportunity to dictate its

light after), the Town leaders should both come to an

good, then all suffer. For the community to feel like the

agreement on an overall Action Plan and at the same time

equal part that they certainly are, they should be consulted

narrow the focus to prioritize the plan into manageable

and kept abreast of the project at all phases.

and affordable projects. During this important phase of
the long term process, the Town should investigate the

greatly outweigh it.

growth and future much more than longer-established
communities. The time is now to seize that opportunity
and avoid the trappings of sprawl and ill-planned ideas
that others have succumbed to. With the Town leaders,

The Town may want to develop a simple website

Residents, and Business Owners all on board, there is a

dedicated to the eventual vision generated by the Action

rosy future for Priceville for all to share.

Plan (e.g. “Priceville 2030”). This catch-all site would allow
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